It has recently been shown that a first order compensator robustly stabilizes an interval plant family if and only if it stabilizes all of the eztreme plants. That is, if the plant is described by m-th order numerator and monic n-th order denominator with coefficients lying in prescribed intervals, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize the set of 2m+n+l extreme plants. These extreme plants are obtained by considering all possible combinations for the extreme values of the numerator and denominator coefficients. In this paper, we prove a stronger result. Namely, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize only sixteen of the extreme plants. These sixteen plants are generated using the Kharitonov polynomials associated with the numerator and denominator. Furthermore, when additional apriori information about the compensator is specified (sign of the gain and sigs and relative magnitudes of the pole and zero), then in some cases, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize eight critical plants while in other cases, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize twelve critical plants.
I. Introduction
The seminal theorem of Kharitonov [1] has sparked a whole new lhne of research (see [2] and [3] for reviews) dealing with questions of the following sort: Given a family of polynomials, under what conditions does stabilty of a "small" finite subset of "extreme" members of this family imply stability of the entire family? Such extreme point results make it possible to develop a number of computationally tractable methods to solve a variety of robust stability analysis problems for feedback control systems.
Given the power of existing extreme point results in an analysis context, it is natural to ask whether the theory can be extended to a a synthesis context. In this regard, few extreme point results are available in the literature. In the work of Ghosh [4] , a so-called interval plant is considered; i.e., the plant has nuimerator and denominator coefficients lying in prescribed intervals. Subsequently, he shows that a pure gain compensator C(s) = K stabilizes the entire family of plants if and only if it stabilizes a distingpshed set of four of the extreme plants.
Motivated by the desire to deal with more practical controllers, Hoblot and Yang [61-consider the same setup as Ghosh but allow the controller to be first order. Subsequently, they prove that to robustly stabilize the entire family, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize the set of extreme plants. These Given the fact that all extreme plants must be considered, one often uses the jargon weak Kharitonov-like result to describe this wrk.
In contrast, the focal point of this paper is the issue of strong Kharitonov-like results. Namely, we prove that for an interval plant with a first order compensator, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize only sixteen extreme plants in order to stabilize the entire family. These sixteen extreme plants are obtained exactly as in Chapellat, Bhattacharyya and Daleh [5] where a new and more general version of the Small Gain Theorem is given. Namely, we take each of the four Kharitonov polynomials for the numerator in combination with each of the four Kharitonov polynomials for the denominator. We use the words "strong Kharitonov-like results" because the number of extreme plants exploited (sixteen in our case) is independent of the numerator and denominator degrees m and n, respectively.
The sixteen plant result can be strengthened as follows. When the sign of the gain and signs and relative magnitudes of the pole and zero of the compenrsator are specified, then, in some cases, it is necessary and sufficient to stabilize a critical subset of eight plants while in other cases, twelve critical plants are required. In Tables 1 and 2 , we list all the "critical plants" we need to stabilize.
Before proceeding with the formal development, one final point should be noted: A major benefit associated with the extreme point results above is that it becomes possible to carry out a control synthesis via computer graphics. To illustrate, suppose one wants to construct a robust stabilizing PI controller C(s) = K1 t K2/s. Then to determine if appropriate gains K1 and K2 exist, one feasible approach would be as follows: First set up sixteen Routh tables-one for each extreme plant with compensator C(s). Noting that the first colunn entries of these tables will be functions of K1 and K2, the positivity requirement for stability leads to a set of inequali- 
To stabilize the interval plant family P, we consider a proper first order compensator of the form
We say that this compensator C(s) routy stabilzes the intrval plant family P if, for al q E Q and all r E R, the relting dosed loop polynomial Consider the first order compensator C(s) as in (7) [6] .
If indeed it turns out that more general classes of compensators lend themselves to extreme point results, then the issue of "computability" of a robust stabilizing controller becomes paramount. That is, since the number of parameters entering C(s) can be significant, the two dimensional graphics approach described in this paper will no longer work. Said another way, although one can still use a finite number of Routh tables to generate inequality constraints on the compensator parameten, the finding of a feasible point may amount to solving a difficult nonlinear program.
Appendix A -Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 will be accomplished with the aid of two lemmas. The first of these lemasn is a known result relating real and complex Hurwitz polynomials. (i) a and / are both non-zero; otherwise A enters into only all even order terms or all odd order terms and sufficiency follows immediately from the result of Bialas and Garloff [9] .
(ii) pa(s) has only even powers of s; the proof to follow is trivially modified to handle the odd power case.
(iii) p(s,0 ) and p(s, [10] were algebraic operations on convex sets are discussed in detaiL In this regard, the following basic fact is central to the proof of the theorm.
Basic Fact: Given convex polygon Z1, Z2 C C and fixed complex n b z and Z2, it follows that
Proof of Theorem 1: Since necessity is trivial, we proceed directly with sufficiency. Indeed, we assume that C(s) stabilizes the sixteen Kharitonov plants and must show that C(s) robustly stabilies P. Since A(s,q,r) has degree n for all q C Q and r E R, this requirement is equivalent to a "sero exclusion" from the vaue set A(jw,Q,R) -{A(jw,q,r) : q S Q;r E RA at a frequencies w e R; e.g., see Barmish [2] .
We claim that the simple linear coefficient dependencie on q and r imply that A(jw, Q, R) is a convex polygon in the complex plane. wise from northeast) Nl(jw), N4(jw), N2(jw) and Ns(jw) for N(jw,Q) and DI(jw), D4(jW), D2(jw) and D3(jW) for D(jw,Q). It is now apparent that A(jw,Q,R) is a convex polygon described by its convex hul A(jw,Q,R) = conv{K(jw -z)Ni,(jw)+ (jw -p)Dj, (jw); il. j, = 1, 2, 3,4).
Equivalently
A(jw,Q, R) = conv{Aj,4j(jw): ii,j = 1,2,3,4}.
The remainder of the proof involves a contradiction argument. To this end, assume that at some frequency Co S R, 0 E A(jd,Q,R)-
The using the fact that 0 % A(jw, Q, R) for lwl sufficiently lage (domination by a" term), it follows that 0 E £[A(jw-, Q, A)]
for some w' E R. Now, invoking the "basic fact" preceding this proof, we have is a convex polygon. Arguing as we did for A(jw, Q, R), (17) implies that 0 E C[6(jCv, Equivalently,
The proof is now completed by making the following identifications with Lemma From this point on, the proof differs from that of Theorem 1 because we exploit a more detailed characterization of the edges of A(jw, Q, R) which is motivated by apriori information about the compensator. Indeed, with 1Z, = D(jw,R) =rect {Di(j&),D4(jw*),D2(jw ),D3(jw')}, R2 = N(jw,Q)=rectf{N(jw'),N4(jw),N2(j&),N3(jw')}, 
